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Evaporation experiments were carried out on the olivine solid solution system and the 
phase relations at low pressures were established. The phase diagrams shows that chondrules 
were formed in the region where the dust component was enriched by at least 3 orders of 
magnitude than the average solar nebula composition. 

Olivine is one of the most important minerals in meteorites. In equilibrium with the solar 
nebular gas, olivine can contain scarce amount of FeO from high (first condensation) to low 
(about 500 K) temperatures [I]. On the contrary, chondrules have Fo6g - Folog olivines and 
matrices have Fog - Fol00 olivines in primitive ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites. Recent 
studies on the isolated olivines have revealed that they were forrned under fairly oxidizing 
conditions than that expected from equilibrium composition of the solar nebular gas [e.g., 21. In 
order to estimate the conditions of formation of chondrules and matrices, phase relation of the 
olivine solid solution system at low pressures were experimentally studied. 

Intermediate olivine evaporates incongruently to magnesian olivine and iron-rich gas [3], 
and its vapor pressure can not be directly measured. Vaporous and solidus of the solid solution 
system, thus, should be calculated by using thermodynamic data of forsterite and fayalite. Mysen 
and Kushiro [4] measured the vapor pressure of forsterite in the presence of hydrogen gas on the 
basis of weight loss of sample and capsule, which may cause an overestimation of weight loss, 
especially at high temperatw due to evaporation of Mo from the capsule. The phase diagram had 
a triple point where vapor, solid and liquid coexist at about 1700°C [4], which is unreasonably 
low when compared to that at 1 bar (1890°C). So, we remeasured the vapor pressure of forsterite 
and drew the phase diagram of the olivine system on the basis of the present data and those for 
fayalite [5]. 

We used the Knudsen method to measure vapor pressures. In this method, weight loss of 
the substance in a cell after heating is calculated against a vapor pressure, which is briefly 
described in a companion abstract [6]. The starting material is powder from a single crystal of 
forsterite synthesized with the Czhockralski method by H. Takei. Since forsterite evaporates 
congruently [4], M is the molecular weight of forsterite (140.693 g). Experimental conditions 
ranged from 1400°C for 12350min to 1860°C for 20 rnin, and the evaporated fraction ranged from 
13% at 1400°C to 50% at 1800°C.. 

The results are summarized in Fig. 1. The vapor pressures are lower than those obtained 
by [4] as expected, and the difference becomes larger with increasing temperature. ASV and AHv 
of forsterite calculated from Fig. 1 are 169k21 (lo) J/mol*K (2 10 J/mol*K by [4]) and 543f 33 
( lo)  kJlmol(640 Wmol by [4]), respectively. ASv and AHv of fayalite have been already shown 
to be 2 7 3 3  J/mol*K and 608260 kJ/mol, respectively [5]. 

Vaporous and solidus of olivine were calculated by the following two equations, 
In (x'/x) = (MF;JR) (1&-1/T3 and In ((1-xf)/(l-x)) = (MF, /R)(1/7'o'-1/T), where x and x' are 
the Fe/(Mg+Fe) mol ratios of the gas and solid, respectively, and To and To' are vaporous 
temperatures of fayalite and forsterite, respectively, at a certain pressure. It is necessary to 
determined the triple points of forsterite and fayalite to draw the phase diagram. At 1850°C, 
forsterite evaporated quickly (within 20 min), suggesting that it may melt. The temperature is 
much higher than the value by [2], but is still lower than the melting point at 1 bar by 40 degrees. 
Fayalite melted at 1175"C, which is also 40 degrees below the melting temperature at lbar 
(1205OC). The apparent lowering in melting temperature of forsterite may be due to transparency 
of pure mineral in a high temperature vacuum furnace as suggested by [6], but we can't explain 
the lowering of fayalite melting temperature because it is black and opaque. Since it is difficult to 
explain the decrease of melting temperatures at low pressures, we tentatively assumed that the 
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triple points lie on the extension of vapor pressure curves and at the same temperatures as those at 
1 bar. 

Parts of the results are shown in Fig. 2. At olivine pressures above bar, phase 
diagrams are the same as that at 1 bar: that is, the diagram has a liquid-solid loop. The vaporous 
and melting point of forsterite coincide at 104 bar. At pressures between 10-7 to 10-4 bar, the 
system consists of six phase fields, vapor, vapor + solid, solid, solid + liquid, liquid, and liquid 
+ vapor. It is worth noting that the liquid-bearing regions with iron-rich compositions lie below 
the vapor + solid region. With decreasing pressure, the vaporous and solidus become lower and 
the temperature difference between the vaporous and solidus becomes smaller. At bar, the 
vapor-solid loop covers the liquid-solid loop and liquid-bearing fields are disappearing. At 
pressures below 10-8 bar, the diagram has a vapor-solid loop. 

The present results give an important clue on the formation condition of chondrules. 
Chondrules were formed through complete or incomplete melting of precursor minerals, and their 
bulk X F ~  were 0-0.5. When the precursor material with that XF, were heated, they should have 
evaporated directly to gas at olivine pressures below 104 bar regardless of temperature. Liquid 
could be formed only when the partial pressure of olivine component was higher than about 
bar. Assuming that all Mg was fixed in olivine component, the maximum partial pressure of the 
olivine component in the solar nebula is calculated to be approximately bar when the total 
pressure of the nebula was 10-3 bar. The actual pressure should have been lower than this because 
of presence of other Mg-bearing phases. We know that this estimation is oversimplified and we 
have to consider the effect of other components. The effect of other component, however, 
compensates the effect of overestimation of olivine component. Therefore, we can roughly say 
that if chondrule were formed in the solar nebula as widely believed, olivine component (dust 
component) should have been enriched by three orders of magnitude than the average solar nebula 
composition. 
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Fig. 1 Temperature-vapor pressure relationship Fig. 2 Phase diagram of the olivine system 
of forsterite. at lo4 bar. 
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